Inhibition of squalene synthase in vitro by 3-(biphenyl-4-yl)-quinuclidine.
Squalene synthase (SQS) catalyses a step following the final branch in the pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis. Inhibition of this enzyme, therefore, is an approach for the treatment of atherosclerosis with the potential for low side effects. We have characterised the inhibition of rat liver microsomal SQS by 3-(biphenyl-4-yl)quinuclidine (BPQ). BPQ follows slow binding kinetics in that the rate of accumulation of product decreases with time if the inhibitor is added when the assay is started. Preincubation of BPQ and SQS leads to a biphasic dose-response where accumulation of product is linear with time only for the sensitive phase. When the farnesyl pyrophosphate (FPP) substrate is present at 19.6 microM, approximately 77% of the SQS activity is sensitive to the inhibitor (vOs) and the remainder is insensitive (vOi). The apparent inhibition constants (K'i values) are respectively K'is = 4.5 nM and K'ii = 1300 nM. Similar biphasic behaviour is exhibited by other inhibitors and in microsomes prepared from human and marmoset liver. As the concentration of FPP is reduced below 19.6 microM, there is a decrease in the relative contribution from vOi. Conversely, the value of K'is for BPQ remains constant when the FPP concentration is changed, showing noncompetitive kinetics with respect to this substrate. Possible causes of the observed kinetics are discussed. Inhibition by BPQ is said to follow tight binding kinetics because the value of K'is is similar to the concentration of inhibitor binding sites. Thus, to avoid an artefactual variation in potency when the enzyme concentration is varied, it is necessary to allow for the effects of depletion of free inhibitor. Furthermore, estimates of potency that average activity across the two phases are influenced by the relative contributions of each phase. These contributions differ according to the FPP concentration and the species used as the source of microsomes. Thus, it is necessary to separate the phases to compare measurements made in different experiments. Our observations indicate that careful experimental design and data analysis are required to characterise the kinetics of SQS inhibitors.